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Fast & Loose

The Fix

Stone Barrington, a New York City cop turned
rainmaker for a white-shoe Manhattan law firm,
tackles a formidable case that challenges the
boundaries of his talents.

A latest thriller featuring football player-turneddetective Amos Decker finds him using his
eidetic memory to solve a high-stakes case.

by Stuart Woods

by David Baldacci

Fallout

Against All O
Odds
dds

Savvy investigator Vic leaves her comfort zone in
Chicago to investigate the disappearances of a
young film student and a faded Hollywood star
in Kansas, where a university town, the
remnants of the Cold War and long-simmering
racial tensions are stirred into violence by
mysteries and murders.

A Soho widow struggles with her grown
children's plans to gamble their futures in their
determination to pursue their hearts, from her
attorney daughter's illicit romance with a client
to her struggling-writer son's decision to have
children before he can afford to support them.

No E
Easy
asy T
Target
arget

by Paula Hawkins

by Sara Paretsky

by Iris Johansen

Threatened by an enemy from her past, animal
psychic Margaret Douglas goes on the run and
finds the limits of her powers tested by her effort
to outmaneuver the man who would kill her.

by Danielle Steel

Into the W
Water
ater

When a single mom and a teen girl are found
murdered at the bottom of a river in a small
town weeks apart, an ensuing investigation
dredges up a complicated local history involving
human instincts and the damage they can
inflict.

Golden Prey
One Perfect Lie
by Lisa Scottoline

A single mom's efforts to support her shy star
athlete son's recruitment into a Division I
college are violently complicated by a secretly
disturbed young man from an affluent family
and a new teacher with a mysterious agenda.

The Stars are Fire
by Anita Shreve

A novel based on the true story of the largest fire
in Maine's history follows the experiences of a
pregnant woman who struggles to protect her
two young children and watches her home burn
while her husband joins the volunteer
firefighters.

by John Sandford

A series of audacious robberies compels newly
appointed U.S. marshal Lucas Davenport to
investigate the possible return of a gang leader
who once killed two FBI agents.

16th Seduction

by James Patterson

Reeling from her husband's betrayal at the same
time an unnatural wave of heart attacks claim
seemingly unrelated victims throughout San
Francisco, Detective Lindsay Boxer is challenged
to assist the prosecution of a bomber in the face
of a hostile defense team.

